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Abstract
We present a polynomial time algorithm for automatic synthesis
of fault-tolerant distributed programs starting from fault-intolerant
versions of those programs. Since this synthesis problem is known
to be NP-hard, our algorithm relies on heuristics to reduce the complexity. We demonstrate that our algorithm suffices to synthesize an
agreement program that tolerates a byzantine fault.
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1 Introduction
We focus our attention on automating the synthesis of fault-tolerant
distributed programs. The synthesis begins with a fault-intolerant
program that is assumed to be correct in the absence of faults,
and designs a fault-tolerant program that is derived from that
fault-intolerant program. In [1], we showed that the problem of
adding (“masking”) fault-tolerance is NP-hard, and presented a
non-deterministic polynomial time algorithm for synthesizing faulttolerant programs. It follows that a brute-force deterministic implementation of that algorithm will be exponential in the state space of
the fault-intolerant program.
An exponential algorithm for synthesis would limit application only
to those programs whose state space is small. One way to redress
this limitation is to identify a set of heuristics under which the synthesis algorithm takes polynomial time. To develop these heuristics,
we analyze the algorithm in [1] to identify all situations where a
non-deterministic choice is made in that algorithm. The heuristics
are designed to enable a deterministic choice in those situations.
It follows that if the heuristics are applicable for a given synthesis problem, our algorithm will synthesize a fault-tolerant program
in polynomial time. Otherwise, our algorithm will fail by declaring that it cannot synthesize a fault-tolerant program for the given
problem.
To justify our heuristics, we show how they suffice for synthesizing
a program for the byzantine agreement problem [2]. This problem
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is recognized as an important but difficult one for distributed computing (e.g., [3, 4]). Perhaps due to the difficulties in characterizing
byzantine faults or due to the logical complexities in the agreement
problem, extant synthesis algorithms do not suffice for the synthesis of a solution to this problem. To deal with these difficulties, we
introduce auxiliary variables to characterize byzantine faults, and
we capture the semantics of the agreement problem by using those
auxiliary variables in the specification. For pedagogical reasons, we
present our heuristics hand-in-hand with the synthesis of byzantine
agreement.
To appreciate the complexity involved in synthesizing byzantine
agreement, consider the state space used in the canonical version
of the problem where there are four processes; one general process and three non-general processes. For this version, we need the
following
variables: For the general, there is a variable  (domain

and  ) which denotes the decision of the general and a boolean
variable  which denotes whether the general is byzantine. And, for
each of
 the
 three non-general processes, there is a variable  (domain 
(= uninitialized decision)) which denotes
 the decision
of that non-general process, a variable (domain and  ) which
denotes whether that non-general process has finalized its decision,
and a variable  which denotes whether that non-general process is
byzantine. Thus, the state space of the canonical agreement program contains 6912  states. Clearly, one cannot execute
an algorithm that is exponential in this state space. But, as we show,
our polynomial algorithm solves this problem efficiently. As further
evidence of the scope of our heuristics, we have also shown [5] how
the algorithm can be used to synthesize the solution for the agreement problem where a process suffers from the byzantine fault and
a process suffers from the failstop fault.
The algorithm in this paper has been implemented in Java. This
implementation will be a part of the synthesis platform that we are
building to test the current and future heuristics.
Organization of the paper.
This paper is organized as follows: We provide the definitions of programs, specifications, faults
and fault-tolerance in Section 2. Using these definitions, in Section 3, we precisely state the transformation problem that characterizes what it means for a fault-tolerant program to be derived
from a fault-intolerant program. In Section 4, we define the model
of distributed programs, and identify the reasons behind the high
complexity while adding fault-tolerance in distributed programs.
In Section 5, we show how the byzantine faults are represented,
how the requirements of the byzantine agreement are captured, and
present the fault-intolerant program for byzantine agreement. In
Section 6, we present our algorithm and its application in synthesizing fault-tolerant byzantine agreement. Finally, we make concluding remarks in Section 7.

2 Preliminaries
In this section, we give formal definitions of programs, problem
specifications, faults, and fault-tolerance. The programs are specified in terms of their state space and their transitions. The definition
of specifications is adapted from [6]. And, the definition of faults
and fault-tolerance is adapted from [7, 8].
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Notation. We call  as the
transitions of . When it is clear from

the context, we use and  interchangeably. Also, we say that a
state predicate  is true in a state iff @ .
To concisely write the transitions in a program, we use actions. An
action is of the form ACBEDF"G , where A is a state predicate, and HG is
a statement that describes how the program state is updated.
Thus,

an action ACBEDF"G denotes the set of transitions 1  IA is true
in and  is obtained by changing as prescribed by HG  .

2.2 Specification
A specification is a set of infinite sequences of states that is suffix
closed and fusion closed. Suffix closure of the set means that
if a state sequence J is in that set then so are all the suffixesMofON J .
Fusion/M closure
of the set means that if state sequences LK M  
O
and .P 9M ON  are in that set then so are the state sequences LK

and
.P
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N

M
and are suffixes of state sequences, and is a program state.
Following Alpern and Schneider [6], we let the specification consist of a safety specification and a liveness specification. For
our transformation algorithm, the safety specification is specified
in terms of a set of bad transitions that should not occur in the program computation.
I.e., for program , its safety specification is a

subset of 1  Q %RS   . We show that the fault-tolerant
program satisfies the liveness specification iff the fault-intolerant
program satisfies the liveness specification. Since the initial faultintolerant program satisfies its specification (including the liveness
specification), the liveness specification need not be specified explicitly.
(Since the specification is suffix closed, it is always possible to
specify the safety specification as a set of bad transitions. For reasons of space, we refer the reader to [8] for the proof of this claim.)
Given a program , a state predicate  , and a specification T1U ,
we say that refines 9ET U from  iff (1)  is closed in , and (2)
Every computation of that starts in a state where  is true is in
refines T1U from  and WW
9ET U . If
V
 , we say that  is an
invariant of for spec.
For a finite sequence (of states) K , we say that K maintains 9ET U iff

there exists a sequence of states P such that KRPX?T1U . Otherwise,
we say that K violates T1U .
Notation. Let 9ET U be a specification. We use the term safety of
9ET U to mean the smallest safety specification that includes 9ET U .
Also, whenever the specification is clear from the context, we will
omit it; thus,  is an invariant of abbreviates  is an invariant
of for spec.

2.3 Faults
The faults that a program is subject to are systematically represented
for program 
 by transitions. Specifically,
 a fault
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Thus, in each step, either a program or a fault transition is executed.
The computation may terminate in a state from where there are no
program transitions. In other words, fault transitions may not be
used to obtain progress from deadlocked states. And, the number
of fault occurrences in a computation are finite.
Using the above definitions, we now define what it means for a program to be fault-tolerant. We say that is -tolerant (read as faulttolerant) to 9ET U from  iff the following two conditions hold:
h
h

refines 9ET U from  , and
there exists [ such that [ is an -span of from  , 8Y Z
maintains 9ET U from [ , and every computation of RY Z that
starts from a state in [ has a state in  .

3 The Transformation Problem
In this section, we formally define the transformation problem that
characterizes what it means for a fault-tolerant program, say E: , to
be derived from a fault-intolerant program, say . Our definition
of derivation is based on the premise that : is obtained by only
adding fault-tolerance to , i.e., : does not introduce new ways of
refining 9ET U when no faults have occurred. More specifically, if
 is the invariant of
and 3: is the invariant of : , we would like
to be able to prove that : refines its T1U from 8: by only using
the assumption that refines 9ET U from  . Towards this end, we
identify the relation between  and 3:'ib j and : .
Since refines 9ET U from  , we have no knowledge about the behavior of if it starts from a state outside  . Hence, if 3: contains
a state outside  , we cannot prove that : refines 9ET U from  : by
only using the assumption that refines 9ET U from  . Hence, we
require that  : <e .
Likewise, if : 2  : includes a transition that is not in , we would
not be able to prove that a computation of : that uses that transition is in 9ET U . Hence, we require that : 2  : <k (or equivalently,
: 2  : <l32  : ). (Of course : may contain additional transitions that
originate outside 3: .) Thus, we define the transformation problem
as follows:

The Transformation Problem
Given ,  , T1U and such that refines
Identify : and 8: such that
3:@<  ,
:O2 8: <
32 3: , and
: is -tolerant to T1U from 8: .

9ET U

from


The above problem is motivated from our previous work [8] that
shows that the functionality of a fault-tolerant program in the absence of faults and its fault-tolerance can be separated. Thus, the
above transformation problem captures the notion that we should
reuse the functionality aspect given by the fault-intolerant program
and design only the fault-tolerance aspect.
Remark. Our notion of derivation suggests that we should consider a program which has the weakest invariant and maximal nondeterminism. Also, it requires that the fault-intolerant program
should be such that it contains all the variables needed for the faulttolerant program as new variables cannot be added during synthesis. We have imposed this restriction to permit the addition of tolerance to different types of faults; if new variables could be added
while deriving a fault-tolerant program then one needs to determine
how the faults may affect them and what are the legitimate values
for those variables. And, the answers to these questions are faultdependent.

4 The Transformation Problem for Distributed Programs
In this section, we present the distributed program model that specifies how read/write restrictions imposed on a distributed program
are captured during synthesis. We identify this model and difficulties associated with synthesizing distributed programs in Section
4.1. Then,
in Section 4.2, we present the non-deterministic algo
rithm,   G (from [1].) which is made deterministic in Section
6 using heuristics.

4.1 Modeling Distributed Programs
Recall that a program consists of a state space   and transitions  . For distributed programs, we introduce the notion of
variables
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 . Thus, a state is obtained
by giving a value to each variable. Also, to capture the notion that
all variables cannot be read/written simultaneously, we introduce
the notion of processes; a process specifies the set of variables it
can read and a set of variables it can write.
In this
 section, we describe how we determine whether a transition

%  can be used while synthesizing the transitions of a process
based on the read/write restrictions imposed on that process.
We first define the following two notations.
M
M
Notation.
Let be a variable. 1  denotes the value of variable
M
in state .
Notation. Let  + denote the set of variables & is allowed to read
and + denote the set of variables that & is allowed to write.
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To represent the write-restrictions, for each transition, we associate the process (or fault) that is responsible to execute it. And,
1   is associated with process & and 1 % l
if transition


LG9T & +  then we say that    violates safety.
Read-restrictions. Unlike write-restrictions that create no new
difficulties, read restrictions are difficult to deal with. In this paper, for simplicity, we consider the case where + < + , i.e., we
assume that & cannot blindly write a variable. (A more general case
is discussed in [1]; we omit it here
as this simple case suffices for

  be some transition of process
our current problem.) Let 
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Thus, the inability of a process to read is characterized in terms of
grouping of transitions. Note that while describing
 the read/write
V
  .
restrictions, we only considered transitions 1  S3

 and 1
If a program includes a transition of the form 
is reached in the program computation, it is possible that all subsequent states in that computation are same as . Now, in the context
of the transformation problem, consider two cases (1)
S8: and
(2)
 V  : . In the first case, from the second requirement of the

transformation
problem, the transition 1 1  can be included in

: iff 
 is included in . In the second case, the transition


 can be included in : only if state is never reached in the
execution of : Y Z .
The grouping introduced by the read restrictions increase the complexity of synthesizing distributed programs.  To support this
 claim,
we consider the case  where transitions  %  and 
  are
  is a desirable transition (e.g., because
grouped together, 
it is used to satisfy the specification in the absence of faults), and
 
  should never be executed (e.g., because it causes the safety
specification to be violated). In this scenario, the transformation algorithm has two choices (1) include this group and ensure that  is
never reached,
or (2) exclude this group and lose the useful transi
  . Thus, the transformation algorithm needs to perform
tion 
a tradeoff between states and transitions. We have used this crucial fact to show in [1] to show that the transformation problem is
NP-hard.

4.2 Non-deterministic Algorithm for Distributed
Program Synthesis

We now present the non-deterministic algorithm
  G (from [1])


that solves the transformation problem. The   G algorithm first
computes the set f ; a state is included in ? iff execution of
fault transitions alone from can violate safety. It follows that if the
fault-tolerant program ever reaches a state in ? then execution of
fault transitions can violate safety. In other words, the fault-tolerant



program should not reach a state in ? . The   G algorithm
then computes  G ; a transition is in  G iff either (1) it violates
safety or (2) it reaches a state in f . It follows that a fault-tolerant
program should not execute a transition in  G . Then, the program
non-deterministically guesses the fault-tolerant program, E: , its invariant,  : and its fault-span, [ : . Finally, by using the values of f
and  G , it verifies that the three conditions of the transformation
problem (cf.
 Section 3) are satisfied. Thus, the non-deterministic
algorithm,   G , is as shown in Figure 1.
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5 Byzantine Faults :
Intolerant Program

Model and Fault-

In this section, we first identify, in Section 5.1, the state space for
the canonical version of the byzantine agreement problem. Then,
we specify the safety specification for byzantine agreement in Section 5.2. We specify the fault-intolerant program for byzantine
agreement in Section 5.3, and show how the faults are modeled
in Section 5.4.

5.1 State Space for Byzantine Agreement
The programa consists
of a “general” (A ) and three “non-general”
b
processes &
a decision  ; for the
 . Each process maintains


general, the decision can be either
or
,
and
for the non-general

processes, the decision can be ,  or . The value denotes that
the corresponding process has not yet received the value from the
general. Each non-general process also maintains a boolean variable that denotes whether that process
hasb finalized its decision.
 a
Also, at most one process (from A &
and ) may be byzantine.
To represent a! byzantine process, we introduce a variable  for each
process; if  & is true then & is byzantine. A byzantine process
can change its  and values arbitrarily in order to confuse other
processes. A non-general process can read the  values of other
processes and update its  and values. Thus, the state space for the
byzantine agreement problem consists of the following variables.
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5.2 Safety Specification of Byzantine Agreement
The safety specification requires that validity and agreement be
satisfied. Validity requires that if the general is non-byzantine then
the final decision of a non-byzantine process must be the same as
that of the general. And, the agreement requires that the final decision of two non-byzantine processes cannot be different. In other
words, the safety specification requires that the program should not
reach a state where the following predicate is true:

)cTd


<

The algorithm   G verifies the six formulae given above: The
first formula ]  checks that : 2 8:?<$32 8: is true. The second
formula, ]  , checks that [ : is a valid fault-span. The third formula,
]&^ , checks that safety is not violated from any state in [ : . The
fourth formula, ]  , checks that the program does not deadlock in a
state in [ : . The fifth formula, ]_ , checks that  : is a valid invariant,
i.e.,  : is nonempty and  : is closed in : . That formula also checks
if 8: is a subset of  . Finally, the last formula, ]&` , checks that the
program cannot stay in [:EBg8: forever. In this paper, we develop
heuristics
that are used to obtain a deterministic implementation of
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A transition violates safety if it reaches a state where  cTd is true.
Also, to capture the notion that once a process finalizes its decision it cannot change that decision, we say that a transition that
changes the decision of a process after it has finalized also violates
the safety. Thus, the transitions that violate safety are as follows:
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Also, our model of byzantine agreement prevents a byzantine process to change its  and values. Note that this restriction is
imposed only on the process, and not on faults. As stated earlier, each transition will be marked with the process (or fault)
that is
for executing it. Thus, a transition of the form
 responsible
!
1 %   & 1 R4?
5
V   should not be included in the transitions of process & . If we included such transitions in the transitions of process & , then it would imply that even if & is byzantine,
it is required to execute these transitions, and requiring a byzantine
process to execute some transition is contrary to the traditional understanding of a byzantine process. Of course, as we will ! see next,
if! & is byzantine, a fault can execute a transition where  & and/or
& is changed.

5.3 Fault-intolerant Byzantine Agreement
If no processes were byzantine, an algorithm that copies the value
from the general and then finalizes that value will be sufficient to
satisfy the specification of byzantine agreement. Thus, the faultintolerant program, iAj consistsa of theb following two actions for
process & (Likewise, actions for and are also included.)
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Grouping of transitions in iAj .
Note that each action in the
above program consists of several groups:! For example, the! a first
 3
action consists
of 18 groups (2 values of  A  3 values of 
!b
values of  ! ). Moreover, each
group
consists
of
32
transitions
(2
!a
!b
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 2 values of   2 values of
 2
values of  !A b  2 values of 
values of ). We also implicitly assume that if is a deadlocked
state in program , i.e.,
 if there are no transitions of that originate
 is included in . Section 4.1 identifies
in state , then 


restrictions on when we can include transitions of the form 
while adding fault-tolerance.
Invariant of iAj .
The invariant of iAj ,  , captures the set
of states from where execution of iAj satisfies its specification. It
follows that iAj is likely to have multiple invariants. For example,
one possible invariant
of states
reached from states ! where
b is ! the set
!a
!b
 !a
all  values
are i 1T ,  & 
and  are equal to , and &
!b
and
are equal to . As mentioned in Section 3, it is desired
that the invariant specified should be the largest possible invariant.
In other words, if program iAj satisfies its specification from some
state where a process is byzantine, we should include that state in
  . With this insight, we proceed as follows:
First, we consider the set of states where the general is nonbyzantine. In this case, one of the non-general processes may
be byzantine. However, if a non-general
process, say & , is non!
!
byzantine, it is necessary that  & be initialized to either or  A .
Also, a non-byzantine process cannot finalize its decision if its decision equals . Thus, the states in   should be included in the
invariant, where
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From the above discussion, we let the invariant 
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5.4 Faults for Byzantine Agreement
A fault-transition can cause a process to become byzantine if no
process is initially byzantine. Also, a fault can change the  and
values of a byzantine process. Thus, the fault transitions that
a affect
b
and
& are as follows: (We include similar fault-transitions for
A .)
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Remark.
We have allowed & to read the  values of other processes. A byzantine process could change its  value just before
& executes its transition. Thus, we capture the notion that a process could send different values to different processes. Although
2 In the byzantine agreement problem, unless specified otherwise, all
quantifications are on non-general processes
3 ZO $   '  means that Z $ could be assigned either ' or  .
H

!
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b

6 Synthesis Algorithm and its Application in
Byzantine Agreement

Now, we consider the set of
states where the general is byzantine. In
!
this case, A can change  A value arbitrarily.
It follows
that if other
!  !a
!b
processes are non-byzantine and  & 
and  are initialized to
the same value that is different from , iAj refines its specification.
Thus, the states in   should be included in the invariant, where


a 

we could have maintained copies of the 
 A  at & , we have
chosen not to do so to keep the state space small.
Now, the problem of transformation requires us to identify a faulttolerant program, ]&j , its invariant,  such that the three conditions of the transformation problem are satisfied.



In this section, we present our deterministic polynomial time algorithm for synthesis of fault-tolerant distributed
 programs. Our algorithm removes the non-determinism from   G (cf. Section 4.2)
based on the scenario discussed at the end of Section 4.1. Recall
that in Section 4.1, we argued that while synthesizing distributed
fault-tolerant programs, we are faced with the following choice: either (1) ensure that
 some state, say  , is not reached, or (2) some
transition, say 1   , is not included in the fault-tolerant program.
To make the suitable choice, we develop the heuristics by considering whether the transition being excluded is in the fault-intolerant
program, whether the state being excluded is in the invariant of
the fault-intolerant program, whether recovery is possible from the
state that is to be excluded, and so on. By default, we prefer to
exclude a transition (and its corresponding group) over excluding a
state. This is due to the fact that if we choose to exclude a state, we
need to exclude all transitions that reach that state. We also consider
the invariant states to be valuable, i.e., every attempt is made to ensure that a state in the invariant of the fault-intolerant program is not
excluded. We also prefer groups that are in the fault-intolerant program as using those groups is likely to result in a fault-tolerant program that is derived from the given fault-intolerant program. Based
on these preferences, we develop four heuristics, and use them in
our synthesis algorithm.
Our
algorithm consists of eight steps. The first two steps, as in

  G , compute f and  G respectively. The remaining steps
proceed to identify the fault-tolerant program, E: , its invariant, 8: ,
and its fault-span, [: , so that formulae ]  - ]&` are true. Specifically, all steps ensure that ]  is always true. The third step computes a new fault-span and ensures that the formula ]  is true. The
fourth step then removes transitions and/or states from the faultspan computed in step 3 so that formula ]&^ becomes true. Since
step 4 may violate ]  , we redo steps 3 and 4. When no progress is
made in the last repetition of steps 3-4, we continue to step 5 where
we deal with states that are outside  : and where formula ]  is
false. (Also, to prevent an infinite loop, we keep an upper bound
on how often each iteration may continue.) After step 5, we repeat
steps 3-5 to re-satisfy ]  and ]&^ . Throughout steps 3-5, we do not
modify the invariant. This requirement is based on the premise that
states in the invariant are valuable and should not be removed as far
as possible. When there is no progress from steps 3-5, we continue
to step 6 where we recompute the invariant while ensuring that ]_
stays true. In step 7, we deal with states in 3: where ]  is false.
Finally, in step 8, we deal with the situation where formula ]&` is
false. (The structure of our algorithm is as shown in Figure 2.)
For pedagogical reasons, we present our algorithm hand-in-hand
with its application to the problem of byzantine agreement. Specifically, for each step of the algorithm, we provide the reasoning behind that step and how it applies to the byzantine agreement program. We also present the heuristic in the step where it is used for
the first time. The eight steps of our algorithm are as follows:
Step 1: Identifying a set of states from where execution
of faults

alone can violate safety. Consider a transition, 1 %  , which is a
fault transition and violates safety. We must ensure that the program

Re-satisfy F2, F3

Step 4 : Satisfy F3
Step 5 : Satisfy F4
for states outside S’

Step 6 : Satisfy F5
Re-satisfy F2-F5
Re-satisfy F2-F5

Step 7 : Satisfy F4
for states in S’

reached. This heuristic is useful when  
  is grouped with
some other transition that is desirable in the fault-tolerant program.
(Thus, in the scenario discussed at the start of the section, we can
choose to include the group that contains  
  and ensure that
state  is not reached.)

S’ remains unchanged

Step 3 : Satisfy F2
Re-satisfy F2



Step 2 : Compute mt
S’ = S

Recompute S’

Step 1 : Compute ms

Application in the agreement problem. In the current program,
transitions that originate in VcTd may be used by the synthesis
algorithm. Hence, we remove these transitions from  G .

Step 8 : Satisfy F6

Synthesis complete

Figure 2. Deterministic Implementation of YZ!Z 
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never reaches state . Also, in this scenario, if  -   is a fault
transition then we must ensure that the program never reaches the
state %-  . Hence, we identify the set of states, f , from where
execution of one or more fault actions violates safety.
Reasoning
behind step 1. Computation of f is already included

in   G . The computation of this set will permit us to identify
the set of states that should not be reached in any fault-tolerant program.
Application in the agreement problem.
In the context of the
current program, a fault transition violates safety iff it is in
GcTd . Note that GTcTd consists of two parts: the first part considers
transitions that reach a state in  cTd . Observe that a fault transition
reaches a state in Vcd only if it begins in a state in VcTd . The second
part of GTcTd considers transitions where a non-byzantine process
changes its decision after finalizing it. Since faults affect only the
byzantine process, a fault transition cannot fall in the second part.
Thus, by going through the transitions once, we identify f to be
equal to  cTd .
Step 2: Identifying a set of transitions that should not be executed by the program. Note that a transition that violates safety
cannot be executed in the fault-tolerant program. Moreover, if a
transition reaches a state in f (from where faults alone may violate the safety), then that transition should not be included either.
Hence, we identify the set of transitions,  G , that should not be
executed in the fault-tolerant program.
Reasoning behind step 2. Similar to the computation of f ,  G
is already included in the non-deterministic algorithm presented in
Section 4.2. The computation of this set will permit us to identify
the set of transitions that should not be included in the program
computation of a fault-tolerant program.
Application in the agreement problem.
In the context of the
current program, transitions in GTcTd violate safety. Also, Gcd
includes all transitions that reach a state in f . Hence, by going
through the transitions once, we identify  G to be equal to GcTd .
Heuristic 1 : A transition that starts in a state in ? may be
used by the fault-tolerant program.



Reasoning behind heuristic
1.
If  

  is a transition such
that   f , then 
  may be included in the transitions of
the fault-tolerant program. This heuristic is based on the premise
that the synthesis algorithm will ensure that state  will never be

Step 3: Identifying the fault-span of the fault-intolerant program.
In this step, we determine the set of states reached by
the computations –that start in a state in the invariant of the faultintolerant program– of the fault-intolerant program in the presence
of faults.
Reasoning behind step 3. As discussed earlier, while synthesizing
distributed programs, we are faced with the following choice: either
(1) ensure that
 some state, say  , is not reached, or (2) some transition, say    , is not included in the fault-tolerant program. The
set of states reached by the fault-intolerant program in the presence
of faults will be used to determine which of the choices is made.
Specifically, if state  is not reached by the fault-intolerant program, we follow the first choice. Once again, as in heuristic 1, we
define heuristic 2 as follows:



Heuristic 2 : If a transition 1   is in  G and
is not
reached in a computation – that starts in a state in the invariant of the fault-intolerant program – of the
 fault-intolerant pro  may be included
gram in the presence of faults, then 
in the fault-tolerant program.

Application in the agreement problem. We compute the set of
states, say E  , reached in the execution of iAj and the faults
g 
from states in  , where  
(cf. Section 5.3) .
 

In a state in 8 , if no process is byzantine then a fault transition
can cause one process to become byzantine. And, if some process
is byzantine then the fault can change the  and values of the
byzantine process. If the faults do not cause A to become byzantine
then the set of states reached from   is the same as   . And,
if the faults cause A to become byzantine then the  and values
of non-general processes may be arbitrary. However, the  values
of non-general processes will
remain
false.! a Thus, the
set of states
!
!
!b
reached from   is (   _  AQ4Pf  &4Pf 
4hf   ).
From a state in   , the  values of non-general processes will remain unchanged. It! follows
that the
set of
states reached from   is
!
!a
!b
  . Since   <
 A 4 f  &@4 f  4 f   , the set of states reached
from   is E  , where
!
!
!a
!b
E  W8 _
 A 4 f  &4Pf  4Pf   .
Step 4. Identifying transitions in the fault-intolerant program
that may be included in the fault-tolerant program.
Beginning with the fault-tolerant program that consists of no transitions,
we use the following heuristic to include the groups in the faultintolerant program.
Heuristic 3 : A transition can be included in the fault-tolerant
program if it is not in  G or if it is permitted by heuristics 1
and/or 2. A group can be included only if all its transitions can
be included.

To ensure that ]  also remains true in step 4, if we add a transition
that originates from the invariant, we ensure that the resulting state
is also in the invariant. During the first iteration of step 4, this is
straightforward as the invariant of the fault-intolerant program is
closed in the fault-intolerant program. However, this check is done
explicitly after the invariant is recomputed in steps 6-7.
Reasoning behind step 4 and heuristic 3.
We use this heuristic to determine how long the fault-intolerant program can continue
safely even if faults occur. By ensuring that states in f and transitions in  G are removed, we ensure that ]&^ becomes true.

is in E  , as E  permits all possible values of  and if
is true.
   For
  this reason, we do not permit & to execute from a

 . Likewise, the remaining 20 groups included
state in 
in the second action are not included in the fault-tolerant program.
Thus, after completing step 4, in the resulting program, say ]&j ,
the actions of a non-byzantine process & are as follows:

Application in the agreement problem. In the current program,
the fault-intolerant program consists of 54 groups for each process
(18 corresponding to the first action and 36 corresponding to the
its first action
second action). Consider
case
!
 the
!a
  where
!b
 & executes
!

in a state! where  & 
. In the resulting


  A
state,  & is set to . The group corresponding to this action
consists of 32 transitions. Since none of these transitions are in
 G , we include this group.
Note that in choosing the above group, we
needed
to use heuristic
!a
!b
1. For example, in the above group, if
and
were equal to  ,
the resulting transition would have violated safety. However, in this
case, the initial state was in ? and, hence, we had removed this
transition from  G . Likewise, all 18 groups for each process can be
included in the fault-tolerant program.
M
M M 9M
 
 
 to denote the set of
Notation. We use the sequence
!
M
!
M

A equals  , the value of  & equals  ,
states where the
value
of
!a
M
!b
M
the value of 
equals and the value of  equals . We use ’  ’

to denote that the
value of a certain process is ! irrelevant.
  decision
 
a  !b
For example
the set of states where 
is , 
  
!
   denotes
!
is  ,  A is either or  , and  & is either ,  or .
While considering  groups
second action, consider
   induced by the
!
a state, say , in 
 where
& is 0. Process & can ex!
ecute the second action from state and set & to 1. Note that
irrespective
a
b of the values of other variables (e.g.,  and values of
and ), such a transition cannot be in  G . This follows from
A ,
the fact that for a transition to be in  G , it must reach a state in
)cTd or it must change the  or
value of a process that has! a finalized
its
decision.
In
the
current
setting,
the final value of 
and
!b
 is and hence, the resulting! state cannot be in VcTd . Moreover, this action only modifies & , whose value was 0 in the initial state. Likewise,
   the 8 groups
   corresponding

   to
 the transitions
   

 , 
 , 
 , 
 ,
from
states
in
  
  
  
  
  
 ,   
1 ,    
 ,     1 are included in
the fault-tolerant program.
   
!
Now, consider a state, say , in  
 where
& is 0. If &
!
executes the second action from and sets ! & to 1, some transitions included in this group violate safety; if  A is false in and if
& finalizes its decision, its decision will be different from the general. Hence, safety will be violated. However,
in this scenario,
!
will not! be in E  ; in a state in E  ,  & must be equal to either
or  A if A is non-byzantine. We leave it to the reader to verify
that all transitions in this group that violate safety originate from
states outside E  . Thus, the 8 groups corresponding
   
 to the
 exe
cution
of
the
second
action
from
states
in


 , 

 ,
  
  
  
  
  

 ,  
 ,  
 , and
        ,    1 ,  
 
 are included in the fault-tolerant program.
   
!
 ! b  where & is! b 0. In state
Now, consider
a state,
say , in! a 
!
!a
, if  A is true, 
is false,
is 1,  is false and
is then
!
the transition that sets & to 1 is in  G . Moreover, in that case,

Repeat steps 3 and 4. After completing step 4, we recompute the
fault-span with the revised program to determine if any additional
transitions of the fault-intolerant program may be included. This
repetition can proceed until there are no more changes. If there are
no changes in steps 3-4, F2 and F3 have become true. (Also, to
prevent an infinite loop, we put an upper bound on the number of
repetitions. After the upper bound is reached, we continue to step
5. In this case, we will attempt to satisfy ]  , ]&^ when we repeat
steps 3-5.)
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Application in the agreement problem. Once again, we recompute the fault-span using the transitions of ]&j . Note that E 
is a subset of E  as we have only removed transitions from
iAj . Specifically, we remove the following set of states where the
decisions of two processes are different and both have finalized
their decision. Formally, the new fault-span is
E
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Even with this revised fault-span no new transitions can be added.
Thus, the program after repetition is the same as that obtained in
the first iteration of step 4.

Step 5 : Resolving deadlocks.
After repeating steps 3 and 4,
we identify the deadlock states in the resulting program. State is
deadlocked if there is no program transition that originates in state
. Note that such states cause violation of formula ]  . If is in
the invariant of the fault-intolerant program and is a deadlocked
state in the fault-intolerant program, as mentioned in Section 4.1,
we ignore the deadlock at . We deal with remaining deadlocks
using the following heuristic.
Heuristic 4. Given a deadlocked state ,
(Step 5.1) If it is possible to add a transition from to a state
in the invariant we attempt to add such a transition. Note that
in distributed programs, we must add the group corresponding
to that transition. We require that the added group satisfies
the following two conditions: (1) no transition in that group is
in  G (except as permitted by heuristics 1-3), and (2) if any
transition in that group originates in the invariant of the faultintolerant program, then it satisfies the second condition of the
transformation problem, i.e., the transitions in that group that
originate in the invariant of the fault-intolerant program are
included in the fault-intolerant program. If such a group can
be found, we add that group.
(Step 5.2) If such a group cannot be added, we consider
whether can be reached from the invariant with the execution of faults alone.
If yes (Step 5.2.1), we leave as is.

If no (Step 5.2.2), we ensure that the fault-tolerant program does not reach .
Reasoning behind step 5 and heuristic 4.
The above heuristic
is based on the principle that we would not like to eliminate any
states and/or transitions unless absolutely required to do so. Hence,
if we can recover from a state, we keep that state in the fault-span
of the fault-tolerant program. If it is not possible to recover from
, and can be reached by execution of faults alone from a state in
the invariant, we allow to be included temporarily. This is due to
the fact that if we were to require that is not reached, we would
have to eliminate the corresponding state(s) from the invariant. We,
however, consider states in the invariant of the fault-intolerant program to be valuable as the invariant of the fault-tolerant program
is a subset of the invariant of the fault-intolerant program. And,
if we prematurely eliminate the states in the invariant of the faultintolerant program, it may prevent us from obtaining a fault-tolerant
program.
However, if a deadlocked state, , cannot be reached due to fault
transitions alone, it implies that some program transition, say G ,
must be executed before is reached. Hence, we could prevent
the fault-tolerant program from reaching the deadlocked state by
removing G . Hence, we attempt to eliminate , i.e, we ensure that
state is never reached.  Towards this end, we consider transitions
of the form  :  . If ":  is a fault transition, we ensure that state
": is never reached. This is due to the fact that if state 1: is reached

then state can be reached by the execution of the fault. If 1:  is
the transition of the program obtained in step 4, we may choose to
ensure that (1)  :  is not included in the fault-tolerant program
or (2) state : is never reached. Following the principle that states

are more valuable than transitions, we remove the transition 1: 
from consideration in the fault-tolerant program. However, if removal of such transitions causes some state, say 1 , to be a deadlocked state, we follow the second approach. I.e., we include the
transitions originating from state and attempt to ensure that state
is never reached. Also, during this algorithm, if we encounter a
state that can be reached from a state in the invariant by execution
of faults alone, we do not pursue further elimination. Such states
will be considered later in step 6. Thus, the algorithm to eliminate
a state from program transitions and invariant  is as follows:
(We let  to be the invariant of the fault-intolerant program and
to be the set of transitions obtained in step 4.)

 : state,  : state predicate, : transitions)
eliminate(

If  was considered earlier for elimination return
Remove transitions of the form 0 : 1 7 from
If there exists a fault transition > : 1 7
eliminate(  : 1)W )
If all the transitions from some state, say  , are removed
Add the transitions of that start from 
If  is not reachable from  by execution of faults alone
eliminate(  1)W ) ;

Note that the above program does not eliminate all deadlocked
states as it does not remove states from the invariant.
Application in the agreement problem. In the current program,
we consider the set of states where program ]&j deadlocks. Once
again, we limit ourselves only to the fault-span of ]&j . Note that
if the  value of a non-general process, say & , is , then ]&j
is not deadlocked as & can execute the first action. Hence, in a
deadlocked
state, the  values of non-general processes will be

either or  .
Also, if the  values of the non-byzantine non-general processes are
identical and if these processes have finalized, then in such states,

the fault-intolerant program is also deadlocked. Moreover, such
states are in the invariant of the fault-intolerant program. (We leave
it to the reader to verify this claim.) Hence, such deadlocks (fixpoints) can be included in the fault-tolerant program. It follows
that
 we only need to deal with states where  value of some process
is and the  value of
   some
 process is  . Let’s consider one such
canonical
state in  
1 . Now, depending upon the values of
!b
!b
and  , we consider the following scenarios:

b
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ZO $   :: ZO   :: Z  E
 ' :   E
 '
OZ $  '
OZ E' Z    :   E
 '

b
!

!

b

!

b

is and  is ! false.
b  For any such state in E  , we find that
can change  to and reach a state in the invariant.
This fact is verified by
considering all possibilities
for the re!  !  !  !b  !
!a
& and
maining variables,  A  A  & 
. We find that
given any values
for these variables, if the resulting state is in
!
E  then  A must be true in that state. (This follows from the
!
!
fact that if  A ! b is false then, from E  ,! it is required
that
 A
!a

be equal to  !   ! a . However, since  & and 
are , it requires that  & and  be true. However, E  does not permit
such a state.) Moreover, the resulting state is in the invariant as
the  values of all processes are identical. Hence, we add the
groups corresponding to the following action
a to ]&j . (Note that
we add similar groups for processes & and as well.)

b

Z >     ' H 
Z >   '%' H
    
!b

X
X

is true. Consider any ! state, say , in  
  where  is
!
true.
 If is in E  ,  A must be false and  A must be equal
to . It follows that any such state is in   (and, hence,  ).
Hence, we leave such states as is for now.
!

b

is  and  is false. We find that any such state in E  cannot
be reached by starting from a state in  and executing faults
alone. Moreover, we also find that it is not possible to add a
transition (of any process) from such state to a state in   .
Based
   on the above! b heuristic, ! we
b ensure that any state in
 
  , where
is  and  is false,  is not
   reached. To-! b
wards this ! end,
consider a state, say , in 
 !  where
b
is  and  is false. Again, as in the first case,  A   is  true
if

is in E  . The! state can be reached from  
1 if
 A to
the fault
. Hence,! b we need to! eliminate states
   changes

!b
1 where  is false,
in  
is  and  A is true. Since
this elimination is identical to that of , we simply discuss the
elimination of here.
The only transitions
a in ]&j that reach are the transitions
where either & or executes the first action.
   I.e.,
  state
   can be
reached in program ]&j by states in 
 , 
1 .
Let : a be one such state. Clearly, if we prevent
 &  (respec
1 (retively ) to execute
    the first action in a state in 
1 ), no transition due to any process can
spectively 
be
in that
we must
remove states
in
  executed
 
  state. Hence,
!b
!b
!
is 1,  is false,

1 , 
1 where
 A is
 and

true.
Likewise,
we need to remove
states in 
1 where
!b
!b
!
is  and  is false, and  A is true. Also, as prescribed by
a
the above algorithm, we add actions that
 let  &  (respectively
    )
1 , 
1 ,
execute
 the
 first
 action from states in 
and 
 .
   
!b
Eliminating
a ! state, say % , in 
1 where  is false,
!b
is  and  A is true, however, requires the elimination of
the state, say! ":  , in the
invariant where! b all processes are non!b
!
 A and  are equal to 1,
byzantine,
is equal to 1, and  &
!a
and 
are equal to . If the fault
causes A to be byzantine
!
in ":  , and it changes the value of  A , state % will be reached.
Hence, we stop at % and do not attempt further elimination.

Repeat Step 3-5. After completion of step 5, we repeat steps 35. Specifically, we have a revised program, say  (obtained from
steps 4 and 5). We use  while repeating steps 3-5. In step 3,
we use the transitions of  to identify the fault-span. However,
while computing the fault-span, we do not explore states that were
not eliminated in step 5.2.2. (If we explore these states, we will
get the same deadlocked states which we were trying to eliminate
in step 5.2.2) Then, in step 4, we consider transitions of  and
identify if all its transitions can still be used. We also determine
if transitions from the original fault-intolerant program can also be
added; this may occur if the fault-span (re)computed in step 3 is
different. Subsequently, we resolve the deadlocks as mentioned
in step 5. While repeating step 5, additional recovery transitions
could be added due to the revised fault-span. Also, in repeating
step 5, the recovery transitions could also be added to states from
where recovery was added in earlier steps. We continue this until
a fixpoint is reached. (Alternatively, we could stop after certain
iterations and continue to step 6.)
Application in the agreement problem.   In the next repetition,
!b
recovery is possible from states in         where  is true.
This is due to the fact that
if a state in !  b 
!b
 1 is in the revised
fault-span, then either  is true or
is . In either case, we
a
can add the groups of transitions where process & (respectively )
finalizes its decision. Thus, groups corresponding to the following
action are added to the transitions
a ofb & when & is non-byzantine.
(Likewise, groups are added to and ).
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Step 6 : Removing states from the invariant. Steps 3-5 ensure
that no state in the invariant is removed. More specifically, if 1 is
a state in the invariant, execution of faults alone from state
can
cause the program to reach state  , state  is a deadlock state, and
no recovery is possible from state  , step 5.2.1 simply quits. Likewise, step 5.2.2 also quits if it encounters a state whose elimination
would require the elimination of a state in the invariant. For both
these situations, we remove the offending states from the invariant
in this step. Note that by removing states thus, the revised invariant
of the fault-tolerant program will be a subset of the invariant of the
fault-intolerant program.
Reasoning behind this step.
Since repetition of steps 3-5 have
reached a fixpoint, all deadlocked states fall in category 5.2.1 or
5.2.2. This suggests that there are some offending states in the invariant which should not be in the invariant of the fault-tolerant
program.
Application in the agreement
Recall
that in step
5,
  problem.
 
!b
!b
while! eliminating states in 
is
  where  is false,
    
and  A is
byzantine, ! we
1
!b
b reached a! state, say , where 
where  is false,
is  and  A is true. As shown in step 5,
could be reached by the execution of faults alone from a state
in   . For this reason, we did not eliminate state in step
5. However, after step 5 has failed to make progress, in step 6,
we eliminate state , and the
of
state causes the
 elimination

!b
elimination of states in  
is 1 and no process
1 , where
is byzantine.

Step 7 : Recomputing the invariant. After step 6, we recompute
the new invariant for the fault-tolerant program. In step 6, we may
have eliminated some state(s) in the invariant. We use the following
program to recompute the invariant.
ConstructInvariant(  : state predicate, : transitions)
// Returns a subset of  such that computations of
// within
that subset are infinite

while 0 \ 8  %4"R  S  8 P0 1  7 8 U
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We instantiate the above function as follows: To identify  , we
remove the set of states eliminated in step 6 from the invariant of the
fault-intolerant program. And, we let to be the set of transitions
of the program obtained after step 6. ConstructInvariant removes
the state from  if there is no transition of the form 1   such
that    is a transition of and % is in  . Step 6 can produce
such state if it eliminates the state  . (Once again, we ignore the
case where the deadlocked state is included in the fault-intolerant
program.)
After computing the invariant using ConstructInvariant, we recompute the program transitions to ensure that the revised invariant is
closed in the program. Towards this end, if the program obtained in
  where
is in the restep 6 contains a transition of the form 
vised invariant but  is not in the revised invariant then we remove
the transition    (and the group associated with it). With the
revised program, there may be new deadlock states created within
the invariant. Hence, we apply ConstructInvariant again with the revised program. We continue this until a revised invariant is closed
in the program transitions or the revised invariant is the empty set.
In the latter case, we declare that synthesis is not possible.
Reason behind this step. If the invariant contains a state 1 such
that there is no transition from that starts in
and begins in
state , will be deadlocked. We cannot add other transitions
from state
due to the second requirement of the transformation
problem. Hence, we must ensure that never reaches state
in
the absence of faults. Therefore, we remove 1 from the invariant.
Application in the agreement program.
new invariant is  , where
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Also, due to the revised invariant   we need to remove
the ! tran!a
b
sition where process & finalizes its decision even if 
and  are
equal to . Thus, the actions of ]&j for a non-byzantine process
& are as follows: (This program is same as the canonical byzantine
agreement program [2].)
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Repeat steps 3-7. After completing step 7, we redo steps 3-7, i.e.,
with this reduced invariant, we compute the new fault-span. Then,

we decide which transitions of the fault-intolerant program may be
used in step 4. While redoing step 4, we use a program transition of
that originates in   only if it also reaches a state in   (This
requirement was not there previously as if the transition of program
iAj originated in a state in   , it was guaranteed that it will reach
a state in  .) The computation for steps 5-7 remains as is. In the
next repetition of steps 3-7, the invariant and program transitions
will remain the same and, hence, we will continue to step 8.
Step 8: Removing cycles. Let E: be the program obtained after
repetitions of steps 3-7, let  : be its invariant, and let  [ : Hbe
its
! !#!

fault-span. In step 8, we consider cycles of the form 

[ : . Clearly, we need to remove such
where 1>V : and
cycles; otherwise the computation of E: can remain in these states
forever. For this reason, we arbitrarily drop one transition (and the
corresponding group) from this cycle.
Application in the agreement problem. In the current program,
after step 7, there is no cycle
 in states outside   . And, we can
verify all six formulae in   G . Hence, the program ]&j from
step 7 is the required fault-tolerant program.

Repeat steps 3-8. If the
 program obtained after step 8 does not
satisfy the formulae in   G , we need to repeat steps 3-8 with
the program obtained in step 8. If after some predetermined number of iterations, a fault-tolerant program is not found, our algorithm declares that no fault-tolerant program could be found. In the
problem of byzantine agreement, this iteration is not needed as the
fault-tolerant program is already found at the end of step 7.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
We presented heuristics for transforming a fault-intolerant distributed program into a fault-tolerant distributed program. We also
presented a polynomial time algorithm that uses those heuristics.
We showed how the heuristics suffice for the synthesis of a faulttolerant byzantine agreement program. As mentioned in the Introduction, the canonical byzantine agreement program consists of
6912 states. Clearly, it would be impossible to use an exponential
algorithm in this state space. However, our heuristics allowed polynomial time implementation by deterministically deciding which
transitions and/or states should be included in the fault-tolerant program. The heuristics also permitted us to inspect only a small number of states as only those states reached in the presence of faults
were inspected. The resulting program is the same as that in [2].
For reasons of space, we have discussed the application of our synthesis algorithm to other programs in [5].
Our algorithm differs from previous work on synthesis (e.g., [9–
11]) in that the algorithms in [9–11] start with a specification (typically in some temporal logic). By contrast, we start with a faultintolerant program that is known to be correct. For this reason, our
algorithm only needs the safety specification that the program is
supposed to satisfy in the presence of faults; the algorithm does not
need the liveness specification. Further, ours is the first algorithm
that has synthesized a solution to the byzantine agreement.
Our algorithm will be especially valuable in the case where the
designer of a fault-tolerant program is aware of a corresponding
fault-intolerant program that is known to be correct in the absence
of faults. In this case, we expect that the designer will benefit
from reusing that fault-intolerant program rather than starting from
scratch. Moreover, such a situation occurs frequently, e.g., when
the designer needs to incrementally adapt a program to deal with

new types of faults. Further, the reuse of the fault-intolerant program will be virtually mandatory if the designer has only an incomplete specification.
The definition of fault-tolerance in this paper captures masking tolerance as defined in [8]. In [8], we have also defined two other
types of fault-tolerance failsafe, where only the safety specification
is satisfied in the presence of faults, and nonmasking, where the
program eventually reaches a state from where the specification is
satisfied. While the heuristics to add these types of fault-tolerance
is outside the scope of this paper, we would like to point out that
the heuristics 1, 2 and 3 (cf. Section 6) can be used for adding
failsafe fault-tolerance and the heuristics 1, 2 and 4 (cf. Section 6)
can be used for adding nonmasking fault-tolerance. One interesting
future work in this direction is the derivation of the self-adjusting
byzantine agreement algorithm by Zhao and Bastani [12].
The algorithm presented in Section 6 has been implemented in Java.
It takes approximately 25 seconds to run on a SUN Ultra-5 workstation. This implementation will be used to develop a synthesis
platform so that the user can specify a set of precomputed faulttolerance components [8] which often occur in fault-tolerant programs, and use these components directly in the synthesis algorithm. We expect that these precomputed fault-tolerance components will not only help in reducing the complexity of synthesizing fault-tolerant programs but also permit the synthesized faulttolerant program to be more efficient.
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